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Abstract

The basis for central bank policy aiming at price stability is the view that the ben-
efits from very low inflation are “large and permanent,” and that the related
unemployment costs are “small and temporary.” I question this belief in three
ways: First, I point out that the quantitative evidence of large direct macroeco-
nomic benefits from very low inflation is flimsy. Second, I show that the tradi-
tional inflation-unemployment trade-off, which leaves no room for a permanent
effect of monetary policy on output and employment, is a total failure as a
description of the Canadian experience of the past decade. Third, I report on new
evidence which shows that holding inflation below two percent (as the Bank of
Canada has done since 1991) increases unemployment substantially and perma-
nently, but that pushing inflation above four percent also generates higher per-
manent unemployment. Consequently, the optimal, unemployment-minimizing
rate of inflation would be neither less than two percent nor greater than four per-
cent, but would lie somewhere in between. I conclude that what is called for at
this time is a monetary policy that is opportunistic on the expansionary side and
brings the inflation rate into this range. Since poverty and unemployment are
highly correlated, this new approach could also reduce poverty in Canada.
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Monetary policy, economic growth and unemployment

Most, if not all, central bankers believe monetary policy can make a difference for
economic growth. In their view, it can raise the level or growth rate of real income
by providing price stability or very low inflation. They do acknowledge that
reducing inflation entails higher unemployment. But they assert that the benefits
from lower inflation are “large and permanent,” while the unemployment costs
are “small and temporary.”

I fully agree that monetary policy can make a difference for growth, but not in
the way central bankers usually see it. In this paper I will: (1) remind you that quan-
titative evidence of large direct macroeconomic benefits from low inflation is flimsy;
(2) show that the traditional inflation-unemployment trade-off, which leaves no room
for a permanent effect of money growth on output and employment, is a total failure
as a description of the co-movements of inflation and unemployment in Canada over
the past decade; and (3) argue that while, after an absence of 30 years, low inflation
has now finally returned, the old nominal wage and price rigidities of the 1950s and
1960s have returned with it. New evidence shows that the long-run Phillips curve is
not vertical, as central bankers and many others believe, but in fact traces out a very
flat permanent trade-off between inflation and unemployment in the range of approx-
imately zero-to-2.5 percent inflation, and generates permanently higher unemploy-
ment when inflation is allowed to exceed three percent by a significant amount.

Accordingly, I will conclude that there must be an optimal, unemployment-
minimizing inflation rate, which is neither less than two percent nor greater than
four percent, but falls somewhere in between. What is called for at this time is
therefore a monetary policy that is opportunistic on the expansionary side and
brings inflation up into this range. Among its many other virtues, a policy of sus-
tainable low unemployment could significantly reduce poverty in Canada.

The uncertain direct benefits from very low inflation

The most widely cited study of the impact of inflation on real GDP is the macro-
panel study of about 100 countries over three decades recently done by Robert
Barro (1997). Barro found that inflation rates above 15 percent were definitely
harmful for real growth. However, for countries and periods with average inflation
rates below 15 percent, he could not detect any significant effect of inflation on real
GDP. Other country-panel studies give the same result (e.g., Levine and Renelt
1992; Sarel 1996; Sala-i-Martin 1997). They too fail to capture any statistically reli-
able effect of inflation on real GDP in periods of low to moderate inflation.



Central bankers are well-informed people. They naturally are aware of
this empirical failure. They generally react to it in two ways. They criticize
country-panel studies for having little statistical power and credibility due to
various perceived shortcomings and they continue to cite the standard costs
of inflation enumerated in all good textbooks. Unfortunately, this reaction
fails to provide the bottom line required to judge whether the aggregate costs
of inflation involve minor misallocations of resources or major losses in out-
put and employment.

The most influential defense of the view that the cost of inflation rises very
fast as soon as inflation becomes positive is that recently presented by Feldstein
(1997). His study emphasizes the distortions caused by the interaction between
inflation and capital income taxation. Feldstein constructs a numerical partial-
equilibrium model to simulate the effect on economic welfare of reducing infla-
tion from two percent to zero. The result is a large permanent one-time increase
in welfare valued at approximately one percent of GDP. However, Feldstein’s cal-
culation is very model-specific and is marred by important omissions. It makes
no allowance for tax shelters (i.e., RPPs and RRSPs), income uncertainty, or the
declining marginal utility of consumption, and his two-period framework leaves
no opportunity for consumption out of interest income prior to retirement.
Correcting any of these omissions can reduce the deadweight loss he estimates to
insignificance. Besides, one wonders, if the output effects of tax distortions at low
levels of inflation are as large as Feldstein reports, why do studies such as Barro’s
fail to detect them in macro-panel data? 

The only reasonable conclusion from the existing quantitative evidence on the
direct macroeconomic benefits from inflation reduction in the very low to moderate
range is that they are negligible at worst, and very uncertain at best. Seen in this light,
the confidently repeated claim that nothing but price stability or very low inflation
can maximize the level or growth rate of the standard of living goes far beyond the
current state of knowledge. It belongs to the sphere of opinion and advocacy.

The inadequacy of the long-run vertical Phillips curve

The reason central bankers say the unemployment costs of reducing inflation are
small and temporary is simple. While they agree that lower inflation has to be
purchased at the cost of higher unemployment, they believe this negative trade-
off is purely transitory. They are not alone in holding this belief. Anyone who
adheres to the idea that only relative wages and prices matter for nominal wage
and price decisions does so as well. The macroeconomic expression of this idea
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is the long-run vertical Phillips curve. Its simplest illustration is the celebrated
“accelerationist” Phillips curve (e.g., Gordon 2000; Mankiw and Scarth 2001):

change in inflation = ¹�₂ x (NAIRU - actual unemployment)

This equation says that inflation will increase, remain unchanged, or
decrease depending on whether the actual unemployment rate is less than, equal
to, or greater than some threshold unemployment rate, called the non-accelerating-
inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU), which is the outcome of economic forces
independent from monetary policy. As indicated in the equation, the standard text-
book estimate for the proportionality factor between the change in inflation and the
gap between the NAIRU and actual unemployment is one-half. In this framework,
a central bank can reduce inflation simply by raising actual unemployment tem-
porarily above the NAIRU. It does this by first tightening monetary conditions and
then easing them once the job of reducing inflation is done.

The problem with this traditional view of the inflation process is that it is
totally inadequate as a description of the co-movements of inflation and unemploy-
ment in Canada over the past decade. To see this, one need only set out a reason-
able path for the NAIRU over 1992-2000 and calculate how much cumulative defla-
tionary pressure the path of actual unemployment would have generated as a result.
I will assume, conservatively, that the Canadian NAIRU declined by 15 basis points
per year, from 8.2 percent in 1989 (the Bank of Canada estimate for that year) to 6.6
percent in 2000 (which is slightly less than last year’s actual unemployment rate of
6.8 percent). Well-known structural factors behind the lower NAIRU include the
successive restrictions to employment insurance from 1990 to 1996, more intense
international and domestic competition in labour and product markets, the declin-
ing share of high-unemployment youth in the labour force, widespread job insecu-
rity, weaker unions, etc. Independent evidence from Statistics Canada’s Help-want-
ed Index confirms that the Canadian labour market is much less tight at seven per-
cent unemployment today than it was around 1981 or 1989. If the NAIRU really
did decline through the 1990s in the way I’ve suggested, this implies that the sum
of annual unemployment gaps (the annual differences between actual unemploy-
ment and the NAIRU) cumulated to 19.4 percentage points over the nine years from
1992 to 2000. Given the proportionality factor of one-half, core inflation therefore
should have declined by 9.7 points from 1992 to 2000. But in fact its annual level
for 2000 (1.5 percent) was actually unchanged from its 1992 level.

In my view, this severe case of “missing deflation” delivers a death blow to
the traditional vertical long-term Phillips curve. It cannot be countered that the
extra deflationary pressure created by the substantial gap between observed
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unemployment and the NAIRU was needed to deal with some large inflationary
supply-side shocks. There weren’t any such shocks: On the wage front, union
militancy was weak and wage moderation the rule. On the price scene, inflation
rates for imports, food, energy, indirect taxes and core CPI were roughly in line
cumulatively. Measures of expected inflation were also roughly in line with past-
year inflation. From 1992 up to the 2000 oil shock, on average about 85 percent
of respondents to the semi-annual Conference Board Survey expected prices to
increase by two percent or less. 

An alternative way of making the same point is to calculate what the
NAIRU would have had to be for the traditional Phillips curve to hold over the
1992-2000 period. The answer is 9.3 percent on average. But since the national
unemployment rate has been less than 9.3 percent over the past four years with
no sign of rising inflation, this would imply that the NAIRU averaged fully 10.5
percent during the 1992-1996 period. This does not make sense under any tra-
ditional interpretation of the events of the period.

The return of the long-run inflation-unemployment trade-off

Constructing new theories is harder than discarding old ones. Beginning six years
ago, in work carried out with colleagues at the Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research (CIAR) in conjunction with the Brookings Institution, we went back to
the wisdom accumulated during the previous period of low inflation in the
1950s and 1960s. We were struck by the view, which seemed widely accepted in
those days, that nominal wage and price rigidities mattered a lot and that very
low inflation was harmful to growth (e.g., Schultze 1959; Samuelson and Solow
1960; Tobin 1972; Eckstein and Brinner 1972). To generate alternative Phillips
curves that would be more appropriate for a low-inflation economy, we then
decided to re-investigate the formal ideas of Tobin and Eckstein-Brinner.

Tobin and downward nominal wage rigidity
Central to James Tobin’s analysis of the low-inflation environment is the

effect of downward nominal wage rigidity in an economy in which individual
firms keep experiencing unforeseen changes in the demand for their output. As
the central bank seeks to achieve lower and lower inflation, the percentage of
workers facing and resisting the prospect of a nominal wage cut at any point in
time increases. Firms are also reluctant to impose absolute wage cuts for fear of
losing their best employees and suffering a drop in labour productivity. This gen-
eral resistance to lower money wages means that the authorities can achieve
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lower inflation only by imposing a permanently stronger dose of unemployment
on the rest of the economy. As a result, in the range of moderate to high inflation
rates, where few nominal wage constraints would have to be faced, the long-run
inflation-unemployment trade-off could be vertical at the traditional unique
NAIRU level. But it would become negatively-sloped, convex, and eventually flat
at very low inflation rates. Maintaining price stability or very low inflation in the
presence of even a small amount of downward nominal wage rigidity (for
instance, when only 10-to-20 percent of wage changes are constrained) could
then generate significant permanent losses in employment and output.

What direct evidence do we have that downward nominal wage rigidity
matters in real economies? So far, unfortunately, it has not been possible to give
a “clean” answer with existing Canadian microdata. Canadian data sets are either
free of reporting error, but not representative of the universe (e.g., the union
wage-settlements data); or they are representative, but contaminated by error
(e.g., the Labour Market Activity Survey or the Survey of Labour and Income
Dynamics). For now, we have to rely on the evidence from two studies based,
respectively, on US and German microdata. Both the US study (by Lebow, Saks
and Wilson 2000) and the German study (by Beissinger and Knoppik 2000) find
downward nominal wage rigidity to be highly significant in very large, represen-
tative, high-quality data sets based on two decades of establishment records that
are free of reporting error. In both countries, the Tobin hypothesis looks capable
of generating a flat long-run Phillips curve at very low inflation.

Eckstein-Brinner and partial ignorance of inflation
Otto Eckstein and Roger Brinner (1972) questioned the traditional

Phillips curve from a different perspective. They speculated that low inflation
rates were partially ignored by wage- and price-setters. Reviewing US experi-
ence from 1955 to 1970, they suggested that, as inflation rose from less than
two percent to greater than five percent, workers showed “increased awareness
and concern” with real as opposed to nominal wages, so that past inflation
became incorporated more fully into nominal wage contracts. Building on this
intuition, Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000) have recently offered several rea-
sons (and evidence based on the psychology and industrial relations literature)
why wage- and price-setters tend to ignore inflation when it increases from
zero to a small positive value. Basically, they argue that the cost to wage- and
price-setters of ignoring inflation in this context is negligible, which makes this
kind of behaviour “near-rational.”

The key implication of near-rational ignorance of inflation is that nom-
inal wages will be set higher in absolute terms, but lower relative to prices,
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when inflation is positive than they would be when inflation is zero. As a
result, operating the economy at a low positive rate of inflation will increase
the permanent level of output and employment. There will be a small one-
time decline in the average ratio of wages to prices, which will make it more
profitable for firms to hire more workers and produce more output. Formerly
disenfranchised workers will be able to join the mainstream labour market.
Naturally, when inflation increases, as occurred in the 1970s, the cost of being
less than perfectly rational will rise, and people will switch their behaviour to
take inflation fully into account. In other words, their behaviour becomes
“classical,” and as more and more wage-setters adopt fully rational behaviour,
the initial output and employment gains begin to evaporate. This means —
and here I am sure central bankers would agree — that further increases in
permanent inflation will reduce permanent output and employment. The
important implication of this story, however, is that there is an unemploy-
ment-minimizing inflation rate, precisely where permanent output and
employment cease to increase and begin to decrease.

Macroeconomic evidence on Tobin and Eckstein-Brinner
At the macroeconomic level, which is of greatest interest for policy mak-

ers, the implications of Tobin’s binding-wage-floor hypothesis were estimated
and tested with data extending back to the Great Depression by Akerlof, Dickens
and Perry (1996) for the US, and by Djoudad and Sargent (1997) for Canada.
Both studies produced statistical Phillips curves that gave favourable verdicts on
Tobin’s hypothesis and discredited the traditional approach. In a more recent
paper, Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000) have again shown that the traditional
Phillips curve is rejected by US macrodata, this time in favour of the Eckstein-
Brinner partial-ignorance hypothesis. Specifically, they found that the reaction
coefficient of wage growth and price inflation to expected inflation is significant-
ly less in low- than in high-inflation periods. They estimated the lowest sustain-
able unemployment rate in the US to be around 4.5 percent, and the correspon-
ding unemployment-minimizing inflation rate to fall in the 1.5-to-four percent
range, depending on the estimated equation. Operating the economy at inflation
rates between 1.5 and four percent, as the US has been doing over the last
decade, generates sustainable gains in output and employment.

My own recent work with Karine Dumont using 40 years of Canadian
macrodata leads to an even stronger rejection of the traditional approach (Fortin
and Dumont 2000). Moreover, Canadian data indicate that downward nominal
wage rigidity and partial neglect of inflation both matter independently. When
amended accordingly, the Canadian Phillips curve does a superb job of predict-
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Figure 1
Long-run inflation-unemployment trade-off
with nominal rigidities in the low-inflation
range
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ing the 1990s ex ante. And it offers a natural explanation of the “missing defla-
tion” puzzle afflicting the traditional Phillips curve during that decade. In the
old framework, the large amount of excess unemployment that accumulated
over 1992-2000, but did not generate deflation, remains a mystery. In the new
framework, this extra unemployment turns out to be just what is needed to
keep inflation very low when the economy is on the flat portion of the amend-
ed Phillips curve.

Figure 1 traces out our estimated long-run Phillips curve. For inflation
rates above 6.5 percent, verticality cannot be rejected. Permanent unemployment
is close to its estimated sustainable value of 6.1 percent. As inflation falls below
6.5 percent, however, the Tobin wage-floor effect begins to be felt, exactly at the
point predicted by the evidence from US and German microdata. The Phillips
curve becomes negatively sloped and convex. At around 4.5 percent inflation,
the rate experienced in the 1980s, steady-state unemployment reaches a local
maximum of seven percent (point A). Then, the partial-neglect effect sets in and
reverses the slope of the curve until unemployment finds it lowest sustainable
level at 5.3 percent, with an inflation rate of 2.8 percent (point B). As inflation is
further reduced, the wage-floor and partial-neglect effects combine to raise
unemployment very rapidly: the next two-point decline in inflation — to 0.8
percent from 2.8 percent — adds 3.3 points to the unemployment rate.



On this estimated long-run Canadian Phillips curve, point B, with inflation
at 2.8 percent and unemployment at 5.3 percent, is just about the social opti-
mum. Going above point B to higher unemployment and higher inflation on the
positively sloped segment of the long-run Phillips curve is clearly socially inferi-
or. Nor is going below point B on the negatively sloped segment of the curve
attractive: The social loss from higher permanent unemployment increases so
rapidly that only those who hold extreme (and, as we have seen, unsupported)
views about the cost of inflation would want to move the economy significantly
below point B. Not to put too fine a point on it, if, as has been the case in Canada
since 1992, the central bank holds inflation at 1.5 percent (at point C) instead of
allowing it to increase into the 2.5-to-three percent range, the national unem-
ployment rate remains at the seven percent level and is prevented from declining
to 5.3 percent. This again underlines the point that when inflation is very low a
small increase in it can have a major beneficial effect on output and employment.
Under standard assumptions, the decrease of 1.7 points in unemployment that
is predicted to occur when one moves up from point C to point B would gener-
ate 340,000 permanent new jobs and a permanent, sustained increase in annual
national income of $35 billion. While some statistical margin of error must be
allowed for around these point estimates, their orders of magnitude are entirely
consistent with the estimates obtained for the US by Akerlof, Dickens and Perry.

Policy implications

I conclude that monetary policy can make a difference for real economic growth,
not by targeting minimum inflation, but by moving the economy to the unem-
ployment-minimizing inflation rate, which probably lies in the two-to-four per-
cent interval. This conclusion is based on three considerations. First, the lack of
any serious empirical basis for the claim that inflation rates of less than two per-
cent by themselves yield large macroeconomic benefits. Second, the fact that the
traditional long-run vertical Phillips curve, which implies monetary policy is
without any permanent effect on output and employment, is a total failure as a
description of the Canadian experience of the 1990s. And, third, the good intu-
itive reasons why biting nominal wage and price rigidities are an essential feature
of low-inflation economies. Those who suggest current nominal rigidities are a
transitory phenomenon that will go away once everyone has adjusted to the new
regime of price stability rashly ignore a century of historical evidence on this
kind of phenomenon. My empirical estimates suggest that in Canada nominal
wage and price rigidities tend to generate a very flat permanent trade-off between
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inflation and unemployment in the range of zero-to-2.5 percent inflation rates,
and increase unemployment permanently if inflation is allowed to significantly
exceed three percent. Taking into account the usual statistical uncertainty, the
prudent conclusion is that Canadian monetary policy can recover its growth-
enhancing role by searching for the unemployment-minimizing inflation rate in
the middle range of two percent to four percent.

This kind of “search-for-optimum” strategy would require the Bank of
Canada to be opportunistic on the expansionary side and tighten only if there are
tangible signs that inflation exceeds three percent and keeps rising. This new
approach would bring the Bank in line with the successful strategy adopted by the
US Federal Reserve under Chaiman Greenspan. Such a move is motivated by two
considerations, one short-run and one long-run. The short-run consideration is the
current absence of inflationary pressures, the recent emergence of significant new
productive capacity associated with the “new economy,” and the growing signs of
a US slowdown. In this short-run context, lower interest rates are clearly called for.
The long-run consideration is the 10 points of “missing deflation” accumulated
under the baseline vertical Phillips curve described earlier. This anomaly consti-
tutes striking evidence that a great deal of excess unemployment has been needed
to keep inflation down at the 1.5 percent average rate achieved by the Bank of
Canada over the past nine years. The inescapable conclusion is that 1.5 percent
inflation is much too low and seven percent unemployment much too high.
Canadian authorities should be loath to assume there are no opportunities for
lower unemployment simply because the unemployment rate is currently the low-
est it has been in the last quarter century. Because we intend to keep inflation lower
than in the 1970s we can now hope to achieve lower unemployment than in the
1970s — in visual terms, because we have no intention of going back up from
point B to point A along the long-run Phillips curve of Figure 1.

It is a bit tricky, but not impossible, to reconcile the flexible opportunis-
tic approach to inflation control recommended here and the more rigid infla-
tion-targeting strategy adopted by Canadian authorities since 1991. To begin
with, I see no obvious reason why setting an official inflation target would be
more advisable for Canada than for the US, which has done very well in the
1990s without one. So far, it is not at all clear that formal inflation targeting by
itself has been of significant help in reducing the cost of lowering inflation, in
anchoring expectations of inflation, or in stabilizing financial markets (see the
review by Saint-Amant and Tessier 2000).

Abandoning this official targeting game could procure more flexibility in
the search for the unemployment-minimizing inflation rate without destabilizing
market expectations. In practice, though, this may not be feasible politically. In
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that case, Canada should at least avoid the twin mistakes of setting a rigid long-
term target or of setting any target of less than two percent. Freezing the long-
term inflation target is not sensible because what is perceived as the optimal level
of inflation will always crucially depend on the state of economic knowledge and
economic conditions (e.g., errors in measuring inflation, the growth rate of pro-
ductivity, changing economic institutions, and so on). Both will evolve over time.
Setting the inflation target below two percent would amount to a cavalier dis-
missal of the emerging body of evidence on the potentially important role played
by nominal wage and price rigidities at very low levels of inflation. Under the
constraint that inflation targeting is to remain the official monetary strategy in
Canada, the ideal decision would be to move the current one-to-three percent
inflation-target range up by a point to the two-to-four percent range. A 1.5-to-
3.5 percent range would be a fine compromise for now.

Let me end by underlining an additional reason why Canada should try to
achieve the lowest possible unemployment rate consistent with low and steady
inflation. As is well known, there is a high correlation between unemployment
and poverty. The two rise and fall together as Figure 2 neatly confirms. It plots
the poverty rate of the population 18 to 64 years old against the unemployment
gap (defined as the difference between actual unemployment and the estimated
NAIRU) over the period 1980-1998. The fitted line shows that the Canadian
poverty rate tends to decline by about 0.8 percentage points for every one-point
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Figure 2
Poverty and unemployment in Canada,
1980-1998
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decrease in the national unemployment rate. The prospect of using cautiously
expansionary monetary policy to reduce Canada’s unemployment rate to 5.5 per-
cent, say, from its current value of seven percent opens up the possibility of shav-
ing 1.2 points off the Canadian poverty rate. This would move 250,000
Canadians from below to above Statistics Canada’s low-income cut-offs. Central
bankers as unemployment and poverty fighters could be the wave of the future.
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